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NEWS
USATF Working on New Events Department Staff

In the aftermath of the departures of Jim Estes and Matt Weingart, USATF spokewoman Jill Geer told Road Race Management that
"USATF is in the process of configuring and adding staff to our events department."

Pete Riegel Passes Away

The founder and editor of Measurement News and one of the best-known measurers worldwide, Riegel fought doggedly for the 30%
separation limit (since amended to 50% by USATF and the IAAF) and 1 meter/kilometer drop limit needed for courses to be "record
quality." This stance put him at odds with powerful interests at the Boston and New York City Marathons, whose courses did not meet the
standards he championed. Pete brought a scientific approach to measurement and certification and was friend, mentor and teacher to
hundreds of new measurers.

Peter Ciaccia to Retire

The race director of the TCS New York City Marathon and President of Events at the NYRR will step down after the 2018 race on
November 4. He will be replaced by Jim Heim, Senior Vice President, Event Development and Production at the NYRR and the Technical
Director of the marathon. Ciaccia, who will celebrate his 65th birthday this summer, has been instrumental in the redesign and production of
NYRR’s events, from logistics and entertainment to broadcasting and elite athletes, as well as guiding NYRR’s critical relationships with city
officials to ensure a consistently safe and secure event experience.

USADA's "Play Clean" Tip Line Results in Athlete Ban

USADA announced on June 1 that cyclist Buster Brown received a two-year ban for the presence of an anabolic agent and/or its
metabolites based on findings from an out-of-competition test based on information USADA received through the confidential "Play Clean"
tip line (https://www.usada.org/athletes/playclean/).

 

 

Road Race Management newsletter is dependent on the financial loyalty of RRM Members so please consider this reality before emailing the
digital edition to non-members.
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Charity Best Practices
(or How Best to Avoid The Portland Marathon's Recent Troubles)

By William Manne, Attorney

Oregon's Attorney General recently concluded its investigation of The Portland Marathon by reaching a settlement with management and the
board; as a result, we may never know the specific details of what transpired. The settlement resulted in sanctions and a significant payment
($865,000) against and by its former management. More recently the organization's board announced it was cancelling the 2018 race and
planned to dissolve the 47-year old organization. Based on the settlement agreement, news articles, and my own experience in advising nonprofit
organizations, this article aspires to provide some guidance for other charities that might apply in that case, but in any event comprise some basic
best practices for charity or nonprofit stewardship.

The Nature of Charities

At the beginning of the 20th century, the United States became one of the few countries in the world to grant income tax exemption to
organizations that serve a public interest. The further grant of a charitable income tax deduction to donors who contribute to such organizations
has helped create a large private sector of charitable organizations in America (unmatched by any other country) that perform a variety of socially
beneficial functions, in addition to those provided by government. But characterization as a charity in our country is a privilege, not a right; and it
comes with a price: charities must adhere to a complicated set of special rules and are subject to increased oversight by the federal government
and the states.

It's not possible in this article to list the entire gamut of rules applicable to charities, but two basic rules are worth mentioning: "private inurement"
and "private benefit."  Charities formed under Internal Revenue Code Section 501(c)(3) (and some other provisions) are strictly prohibited from
engaging in any activity that constitutes private inurement or private benefit. For this purpose, "private inurement" means a transfer of value to a
private shareholder or individual (generally, an insider, such as a founder, member, officer, director, manager, substantial contributor, or any other
individual who can exert substantial control over the organization). In contrast to private inurement, "private benefit" focuses on individuals outside
the organization who receive a more-than-insubstantial benefit that is not directly related to and an essential function of the charity's public-
interest mission. A finding of either public inurement or private benefit constitutes grounds for revocation of charity and, sometimes, tax-exempt
status.

Charity status is often not required for an organization to accomplish its mission. When considering formation of a new tax-exempt entity, if
charity status is being considered, think about whether that status is critical to the mission. Will the organization seek income-tax-deductible
donations as a significant part of its operations?  Will the organization seek grants from private foundations?  Many organizations, particularly
those that receive most of their revenues from admissions, sales of merchandise, performance of services, or furnishing of facilities, might not
need to be classified as charities at all. Many such organizations could be more simply structured and operated to be merely tax-exempt (exempt
from income tax), without having to qualify for charity status or being subject to its more strict overlay of rules and oversight.

The Board of Directors

A corporate charity's board of directors is its main defense against mismanagement. A strong, talented, independent, engaged, informed, active
board of directors, with a chair who sets (or at least approves) the agendas for its meetings (rather than allowing the CEO to do so) and that
meets regularly, asks management the tough questions, actively requests, receives, and reviews financial reports (including the annual IRS form
990), reviews and sets management compensation based on comparative data for similar positions (more on this below), and sets and regularly
reviews the organization's policies and goals, as well as its own performance, is the first line of defense for safeguarding any charitable
corporation. Over the years, many studies, news articles, conversations, and my own and others' experiences have created that list.

Recently, for example, a 2017 "National Index of Nonprofit Board Practices" (available from Leading with Intent, https://leadingwithintent.org)
highlighted the need for stronger leadership in the nonprofit sector. The study emphasizes the importance of the board's understanding its roles
and responsibilities, and working as a collaborative team toward shared goals. Furthermore, the study documented that boards that regularly
assess their board performance are shown to better discharge their responsibilities.

Applicable Law

The Portland Marathon is in Oregon, as am I. Oregon's Attorney General provides a pamphlet, Your Rights, Roles and Responsibilities as a
Nonprofit Officer (https://www.doj.state.or.us/charitable-activities/laws-guides-for-charities/your-rights-roles-and-responsibilities-as-a-nonprofit-
officer/). In turn, the end of the pamphlet has additional references that provide resources on best practices. (Also note a companion online
resource, titled 20 Questions Directors Should Be Asking, at the same site.)  These are likely useful resources, regardless of whether you are in
Oregon, but should not be read as necessarily applicable to your state without confirming whether and to what extent your state's laws are
similar to Oregon's.

Oregon has adopted its own version of the American Bar Association's "Model Nonprofit Corporations Act," as have more than 30 other states.
While many provisions are similar across the various states, many have been customized to each state; so you will want to consult with the
Attorney General in your state for specific rules and resources applicable to your organization. The states' Attorneys General enforce the law and
represent the public interest with respect to charitable corporations operating or soliciting donations within state borders.

Under Oregon law, each member of the board of directors has the responsibility to discharge his or her duties in good faith, with the care that an
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ordinarily prudent person in a like position would exercise under similar circumstances, and in a manner that the director reasonably believes to
be in the best interests of the corporation. Oregon law requires the board of directors of a charitable corporation to have at least three members;
we generally recommend a larger board, although not so large as to become unwieldly. We also recommend "staggered" terms for board
members—for example, a three-year staggered term, so that one-third of the board seats are up for election each year. This allows for some
institutional history (one-third of the board at any given moment has at least two years' prior experience) and "refreshes" the board regularly, so
that there is always a new perspective. Some organizations specify board term limits, such as two terms, to further ensure new members on a
regular basis. A healthy board is independent of the organization and its management, is diverse and inclusive, constantly has new members
participating, and never gives management, even the CEO, a voting seat. In all corporations (whether for profit or nonprofit), senior management
reports to and takes direction from the board, not the other way around.

Conflicts of Interest

One of the important functions of a strong board of directors is to promulgate and enforce a conflict-of-interest policy. Board members and senior
management should regularly review the policy and either report potential conflicts to the board or certify that they have none. In Oregon, there
are general prohibitions, with narrow exceptions, on a member of the board or senior management's borrowing money from a charitable
corporation, or the corporation's guaranteeing a loan to such an individual. Among the reported allegations in the Portland Marathon situation
were improper loans to management.. This may differ by state (Washington, for example, has an absolute prohibition, with no exceptions); but
since any transaction with key management or a board member is obviously a conflict-of-interest transaction, any such proposal should be
carefully vetted by the board of directors and legal counsel, and should require the approval of an independent board, before proceeding.

Performance Reviews and Setting Compensation

A strong board regularly reviews the performance of the chief executive officer (whether called CEO, president, or executive director), sets
measurable goals for the coming year, evaluates achievement of previously established goals, and sets compensation (at least annually), based
on performance and data obtained for similar positions in other organizations. At least one report on Portland Marathon  included the allegation
that Les Smith operated the Portland Marathon "without any meaningful board oversight."

Internal Revenue Code Section 4958, also known as the "excess benefit doctrine," imposes excise taxes on both the recipient and the governing
body that approves any transaction in which an organization described in Internal Revenue Code Sections 501(c)(3), (4), or (29) directly or
indirectly bestows on a "disqualified person" an economic benefit that exceeds the value of what it receives in return. The section clearly applies
to compensation paid to key management personnel. Treasury Regulations promulgated under that section provide a methodology for
establishing a "rebuttable presumption" that the compensation paid to key management is reasonable. Boards should view the methodology
outlined in the regulation as a "best practices" process for setting the corporation's CEO's compensation and documenting the process.

To establish the rebuttable presumption, the regulation suggests that (1) compensation should be approved by an authorized body of the
organization (generally, the board of directors), comprising individuals who do not have a conflict of interest concerning the transaction;
(2) compensation should be based on "appropriate data" obtained before the decision is made; and, (3) the authorized body should concurrently
"adequately document" the basis for its determination. The regulation provides a lot more detail than can be described in this article, but the
following are a few basics: "appropriate data" generally includes compensation data of what is paid by at least three comparable organizations in
the same or similar communities for similar services; "adequate documentation" requires documenting (a) the basis for the decision, and the
decision itself, before the later of the next meeting of the same authorized body or 60 days; (b) the terms and amount of the compensation, and
the date approved; (c) who was present for the discussion and how individual members of the authorized body voted; (d) the comparability data
reviewed and how it was obtained; and (e) any actions taken by a member of the authorized body having a conflict of interest. Aside from being a
good outline for best practices in this area, if an organization meets the rebuttable-presumption standard, it shifts the burden of proof under the
statute to the Internal Revenue Service (which would have to prove that the compensation is not reasonable), instead of the organization (which,
without the rebuttable presumption, would have to prove that the compensation is reasonable).

In Closing

Many more "best practices" exist than are mentioned in this article. (Please pursue some of the resources mentioned.)  Whether you are a
charity's member, CEO, director, or trustee (as some directors are called), when you provide good stewardship you not only bring honor to your
organization's mission, its beneficiaries, and its donors, but also contribute to the greater charity and nonprofit community by discharging your
individual responsibilities in a manner that best ensures that your organization will not become a case study for prohibited abuses or
mismanagement of the funds that each charity struggles so hard to raise.

Failure to abide by the laws governing the operation of non-profit organizations can result in significant penalties. In the Portland Marathon
matter, penalties included repayment of $865,000, bans on involvement in the organization of foot races and on forming any new non-profit
organizations, and dissolution of a related for-profit entity "Next Events." As noted above, in the aftermath of the settlement agreement, the board
of directors dissolved the non-profit and the race was canceled for 2018.

w w w

This article is for general informational purposes only and should not be construed as legal opinion or advice on any specific facts or
circumstances. You are urged to consult a lawyer concerning your own situation and any specific legal questions you may have.

Mr. Manne is a partner with Miller Nash Graham & Dunn LLP, in Portland, Oregon. He is licensed to practice law in Oregon and Washington, and
is a frequent speaker and writer on tax-exempt and charity matters. You can learn more about Mr. Manne, obtain contact information, and access
related resources at http://www.millernash.com/william-s-manne/.
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SIDEBAR

Can a For-Profit Organization Raise Funds for Charity?

There are "for profit" corporations who act as fundraisers for charitable organizations. They must comply with a myriad of state statutory
provisions, too lengthy to list here. In addition, there are statutory requirements for the charity to comply with, before they may contract
with/engage with a for-profit fundraising organization. These organizations are sometimes criticized  for taking what many believe is too much of
what is collected for the services rendered. Nevertheless, if the arrangement meets all the statutory requirements, then the donation is income
tax deductible to the donor.

SIDEBAR

Do the Terms Nonprofit, Tax Exempt, and Charity Mean the Same Thing?

The terms "nonprofit," "tax exempt," and "charity" mean different things, even though they overlap somewhat and are frequently thought to mean
the same thing. The principal advantage of a nonprofit corporation (technically, a corporation formed under a state's nonprofit corporation laws) is
that there are no owners (or shareholders), so there is no one who will theoretically benefit if the entity becomes valuable and there is no
expectation that anyone will become rich if that happens. The term "nonprofit" tells us nothing about the organization's tax status. The principal
advantage of a tax exempt entity is that it pays no income tax. The principal advantage of a charity (over each of the two proceeding categories)
is that it can solicit donations that can be tax deductible to the donor. Although tax exempt and charitable corporations are often required to be
formed as nonprofits, simply forming a nonprofit corporation does not achieve either tax exemption or charitable status without also qualifying for
such status.
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RACE ANATOMY

Big Sur International Marathon
The All-Time “Bucket List” Marathon

By Claudia Piepenburg

PART 1: RACE STATISTICS
Name Big Sur International Marathon
Location Big Sur to Carmel, California
Date (2019) April 29 (2019 date: April 28)
Race Director Doug Thurston
Governance 15-person board; seven-person staff; event committee of 88
Years Held 33
Ancillary Events 4-Leg Relay; 21-miler; 11-Miler; 12K; 5K (3K day prior to)
2018 Entrants Marathon: 4748 entrants (3288 finishers); 21-miler: 1023 (731 finishers) 11-miler: 1649 (1265 finishers)
Entry Fees (2019) Marathon: $175 (U.S.); $160 (Monterey County); $200 (International) $10 active military discount (active only, no

dependents) 
Marathon - those making a donation to JUST RUN (the marathon’s youth fitness program): $350 (U.S.); $320
(Monterey County); $400 (International) 
Marathon relay fees (4-person team): $330 early/$350 late 
Boston 2 Big Sur Challenge (open to runners entered in 2019 Boston Marathon): $300

Sponsors HOKA One One, Runner’s World, Dole, GU, Gatorade, Sierra Nevada Brewing, MarathonFoto, Community
Hospital of the Monterery Pennisula, Monterey Marriott, Tricord Event Services, Dempsey Family, GoGoSqueez,
Leslie Jordan, The Crossroads

Media KSBW (TV & digital); The Monterey Herald (print & digital); KWAV (radio)
Demographics Marathon: 54% female, 47% male

21-miler: 70% female, 30% male
11-miler: 70% female, 30% male
All 50 states and District of Columbia represented as well as 46 countries

Perks Long-sleeve technical shirts and handmade ceramic medallions to finishers of every distance. One free beer at
finish, awards ceremony and music

Awards Marathon only: Top five male & female and top three masters male & female (gun time); top three in 5-year age
groups beginning after 16-19 (chip time; no one under 16 permitted to run marathon)

Entry limits Marathon: 4500; 21-miler: 1000; 11-miler: 1600
Time limits Marathon: 6-hours; 21-miler: 6 ½ hours; 11-miler: 5 ½ hours (21-miler and 11-miler are timed but not scored)
Expo Two-day health and fitness expo at Monterey Conference Center featuring clinics, merchandise for sale and

happy hours

 
PART 2: INTERVIEW WITH RACE DIRECTOR DOUG THURSTON

Claudia Piepenburg (CP): How long have you been with the race?

Doug Thurston: (DT): Five years. I started in March 2013.

CP: What’s been your biggest challenge so far?

DT: Well, the first one was the updating of our iconic brand. We’d had the same logo since the race began. We felt it was time to change the
branding, we changed everything including the website. It was a challenging and lengthy process because people were so familiar with our old,
hand-drawn logo (see old and new logos below).

CP: Did you get advice and suggestions from people outside of the race committee and board to help you?

DT: Yes, we reached out to stakeholders: sponsors and people who’d run the race for years. But the people we worked the most closely with were
women, particularly younger women.

CP: Why is that?
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DT: Because the female demographic has increased over the years, over the last decade certainly and noticeably over the past five years. We
worked with women to develop the logo design.

Big Sur Old Logo Big Sur New Logo

 

CP: Big Sur isn’t unusual in that more women are entering every year, you know of course that it’s happening all over the country. What’s your take
on the influx of women into the sport?

DT: Even after having spent forty years in the sport, thirty-five as a race organizer, I don’t know that I have all the answers, but first of all I have to
say that men haven’t gone away. Women have fueled the growth in race participation but there are probably as many men running races now as
there were twenty or thirty years ago. It’s just that there are now more women running than there were then. I think there are several reasons why.
There’s the group training camaraderie, the popularity of women-only races, charity training groups and the idea that the race is an experience:
that’s the focus—the experience rather than performance. Destination events, like Big Sur, have a lot of appeal.

CP: So you have this wildly popular event that’s been touted as being the most beautiful marathon in the country, and Bart Yasso proclaimed it as
being the one marathon that everyone had to run in his or her life. Seems like a race director’s dream scenario, but is there a downside?

DT: Yes, we have to deal with the equitability as far as getting into the race, we continue to work on that and then there’s the issue of the
participating entrants as far as time limits. Four to five percent of finishers go over the time limit [6 hours for the marathon]. We have no option of an
alternate route; we can’t just direct people up onto a sidewalk. We have to stick to the schedule; the highway must be opened to cars after a certain
time. Part of the problem is that for 80% of participants this race is a one-time only event. They’ll never run it again, so they want to take photos
along the way, which slows them down. Most people will run twenty-minutes slower than their PR on this course, and if you’re taking photos, you’re
slowed down even more. I had a runner tell me once that he’d taken 250 photos. It’s a balancing act: making it as fair as possible for people to get
into the race and then dealing with their finishing times once they do.

CP: How do you handle race registration? Do all the events sell out?

DT: Yes, all of them sell-out, including the 12K and 5K. The thing is: we’re limited physically as far as numbers. It’s an issue of the start, course and
finish. If we didn’t have those three things to consider it wouldn’t be a problem: Oh yes, and the availability of buses is another consideration. We
use 150 buses on race weekend; we get them from wherever we can.

CP: Have you always had a lottery?

DT: No, it used to be first come-first sold, and it would take a
week to reach the 4500 limit. Then it took only a few days,
then one day and when it got down to ten minutes we knew
that we were dealing with an inherently unfair situation. So the
first idea we had was offering registration during four specific
time periods, but that just created four jammed-up situations.
Then we went to the random drawing, we have to call it that
because of state laws, but it’s really a lottery of course. We get
around [state laws that prohibit lotteries, except those operated
by the state] by not charging a fee. We have five different
groups that a person can enter, which increases someone’s
chances of getting in. The groups are: groups or couples;
loyalty, or in other words someone who has run several years
in a row; first-timers; locals and then last chance. The time
periods for entering are spaced so that they don’t overlap.
We’ve had some people who’ve been able to enter four
different categories. We’ve done this for three years, but we
are going to try another phase, which will be similar to New
York: if you tried three years in a row and didn’t get in, you’re
in. From a customer service perspective, I think that most
people understand that we’re doing everything we can.

CP: What do you think other races can learn from Big Sur?

DT: I think that the way we’ve handled the drawing is one thing, although we’re rather small scale, one person can handle the tracking so it might
not apply to bigger events. But one big way we are influential is our greening program. We hire a professional company that specializes in this. We
have a ninety-seven to ninety-nine percent diversion rate. After the race is over we may end up with only two bags of trash. Everything will have
been diverted in some way, through recycling or composting or re-purposing. It’s imperative that we take care of our environment and leave the
course as beautiful as we found it. We do a really good job in that regard.

CP: What do you see in the future for your events?
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DT: All event managers in the future have to learn how to overlay a more robust security plan without negatively affecting the race experience.
Whether it’s clear plastic gear check bags or bomb-sniffing dogs, the security issues have to be addressed. We have to plan for any contingency,
such as a truck being rammed into runners on the course. And part of the problem for us is that along much of our course the cell phone coverage
is very spotty, so we have to rely on other ways to communicate with medical and security personnel. We’re unique in that regard. Also there’s the
issue of volunteers versus professionals when it comes to specific jobs. I think all race directors deal with this. Technology is moving so rapidly; we
have to carefully consider what things do we need to look to professionals for rather than relying on volunteers. There are a lot of great companies
out there that are doing remarkable work as far as technology. For us too, because the race has been going on for over three decades, we have to
figure out ways to recruit new volunteers from the community as some of the people who’ve been volunteering since the beginning drop off.

CP: What are you most proud of?

DT: I’m most proud of out ability to overcome what Mother Nature throws at us. Just in the five years that I’ve been here we’ve dealt with a
landslide and a bridge collapse (see photo). And now, we’re also dealing with construction in the finish area. It’s the spirit of our community and the
family of volunteers who all pull together. If it can be done, we’ll figure out a way to do it.

w w w

 Claudia Piepenburg qualified for the 1988 Olympic Team Trials, was the 20th women finisher in the 1987 Boston Marathon, and the winner of the
1986 Virginia Beach Marathon. She is a freelance writer for running and non-running related publications and has written one novel and eight short
stories.
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MEDICAL

Wet Bulb Globe Temperature Website Now Available
http://www.weather.gov/tsa/wbgt

As summer approaches, race directors everywhere become more concerned about dealing with high heat and humidity. Most rely on the American
College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) guidelines to decide what warnings to give to runners about weather conditions, and when to consider
modifying or cancelling their events. The ACSM guidelines rely on Wet Bulb Globe Temperature (WBGT) readings taken with a Wet Bulb Globe
Thermometer. These readings factor in both heat and humidity to derive a WBGT temperature that is the basis of the guidelines. These devices are
available through medical supply houses for around $100.00.

However, obtaining a WBGT for any specific location can now be accomplished through a website maintained by the National Weather Service under
the auspices of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) at: http://www.weather.gov/tsa/wbgt.

Although the site is relatively new and users are cautioned: "WetBulb Globe Temperature (Prototype-Under Development. Not to be used for
operational use)," it appears to be a relatively easy way to obtain the WBGT in any part of the country. The interface contains a map of the U.S. that
can be zoomed out or zoomed in to select any part of the country. Once selected, the forecast maximum temperature, wind, cloud cover, heat index
and WBGT are all displayed. The site contains a number of other useful meteorological resources.

Event Alert System Using WBGT

After the 2007 Chicago Marathon, when temperatures rose into the high 80’s and
the event was stopped 3 ½ hours after it started, event organizers came up with
the “Event Alert System,” which uses color-coded flags based on WBGTs to
indicate risks to runners in the days leading up to an event and on race day. A
growing number of events now utilize the system. The recommended standards are
below. The color codes correspond to specific parameters of the WBGT Index, with
each color changing as the severity of the WBGT Index rises (see Photo at right).

WBGT <50°F (<10°C) White Flag: Increased risk of hypothermic collapse.

WBGT <65°F (<18°C) Green Flag: Collapse can still occur. Decreased risk of
hyperthermic and hypothermic collapse.

WBGT 65°F - 72°F (18°C - 22°C) Yellow Flag: Recommend participants at
increased risk for heat collapse to slow their pace. Warn participants of increased
risk of heat collapse.

WBGT 73°F - 82°F (23°C - 28°C) Red Flag: Recommend participants at increased
risk for heat collapse withdraw from race and others slow pace to match conditions.

WBGT >82°F (>28°C) Black Flag: Cancel or recommend voluntary withdrawal.
(Races that are always held in these conditions should acknowledge the extreme
heat risk to the poorly acclimated and non-resident competitors in the pre-race
literature and the pre-race announcements.)
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BUSINESS PAGE

Gel-Kayano Ages Gracefully
By Dave Kayser

Runners who prefer to wear the same model of shoe year after year will be pleased to learn that Asics has released the 25th iteration of the Gel-
Kayano. The new shoe incorporates two types of the company's proprietary FlyteFoam, used in tandem with strategically placed cushioning gel. It's
interesting to note that Asics is holding on to its long-used Gel, long after other companies have jettisoned their own cushioning technologies in favor
of lightweight foams.

Asics and the Walt Disney Company are joining forces this summer to get families moving. Using the Incredibles 2 movie as a centerpiece, Asics
will create a series of workout videos using the movie's main characters, which will complement Disney's Healthy Living initiative. That initiative
seeks to help families be more active and eat better. Asics has also developed five custom running shoes inspired by Incredibles characters that will
become available in July.

According to the Equilar 200 Highest Paid CEO Rankings, Nike's Mark Parker stands at 196th, with a relatively modest 2017 compensation
package of $13,851,499. The median compensation for the top 200 CEO's who head companies with at least $1 billion in annual revenues was
$17,527,418.

VF Corp. (http://www.vfc.com) has completed its previously announced acquisition of Altra (http://www.altrarunning.com). The regulatory filing shows
a purchase price of $135 million.

Running shoe and apparel company Salming (http://www.salming.com) has hired Jim Howard as their new director of sales for North America.

Heatsheets will be distributed to charity runners at the start of this year's Bank of America Chicago Marathon, thanks to Root3 Marketing and
Business Development. Distribution of the blankets at the start is intended to help keep the runners warm and comfortable while they wait for the
race to begin. Volunteers will gather the used blankets after the runners depart, and they will be recycled into park benches.

Gone for a Run (http://www.goneforarun.com), which organizes participation in virtual runs, and Charge Running (http://www.chargerunning.com), a
personalized iPhone race app, are joining forces to give runners the opportunity to “participate” in a race without the messy inconvenience of actually
attending the event. After signing up for a race and paying a $35 entry fee at the Gone for a Run website, a package is sent to the applicant that
includes a bib, “exciting swag” and a race medal. The Charge Running app is opened at race time, a trainer welcomes the participant and provides
encouragement and pace info while the runner completes the race distance. A finish time and place are announced at the end of the run.

Jaybird (http://www.jaybirdsport.com) is launching a new short film series that will explore the culture of running and music at sites from around the
world. Episodes will include road, city and trail running and will commence in Park City, UT and conclude at the TCS NYC Marathon. A long form
film will be produced to bring together all the race stories and experiences.

Trade show operator Diversified Communications (www.divcom.com) of Portland, ME, has acquired the Running Event, a trade show and expo
serving running specialty stores, from Formula 4 Media. The deal also calls for the acquisition of digital magazine Running Insight. The Running
Event was launched in 2006 and is typically held in Austin, TX.

IRONMAN (www.ironman.com) has acquired Titan Experience (http://titanexperience.ie/), an Irish event management company that oversees
numerous running events in Ireland.

I Run Utah (www.irunutah.com), which specializes in timing and managing events in the western U.S., has been acquired by Sportstats
(www.sportstats.ca), a Canadian company that times more than 1,100 races in 28 countries. Sportstats is the official timer for the Rock 'n' Roll race
series and the CanadaRunningSeries.

New York Road Runners Mile Markers, designed to provide park goers with wayfinding and distance tracking, have been installed at Astoria Park
in Queens and will also be installed in ten additional NYC-area parks this year.

After three decades at the helm of the Kaiser Permanente Napa Valley Marathon (napavalleymarathon.org) co-directors Rich Benyo and David
Hill are handing over race management to Michelle La Sala, founder of Blistering Pace Management (blisteringpace.com) and a resident of 
Napa.

Mark Donovan has been named the new President of the Boilermaker Road Race (www.boilermaker.com). Donovan, an area businessman, was
chosen for his corporate acumen and will use his abilities to engage the community of Utica in the event and expand its presence.

Global Running Day (June 6) News

The Atlanta Track Club (www.atlantatrackclub.org) hosted a midnight run to start Global Running Day, followed by a sunrise run at 6 a.m. and a
group run at noon. In the evening, the Club hosted the Powerade All-Metro Track & Field Banquet.

The IAAF (www.iaaf.org) organized 24 open one mile runs in 24 cities that spanned the 24 hours of GRD. The series kicked off in Auckland, New
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Zealand, and ended in Vancouver, BC. All races were live streamed by the IAAF.

The Rock 'n' Roll Marathon Series (www.rocknroll.com) offered discounts on Series events and sponsored runs in a number of cities around the
U.S.

Motigo (getmotigo.com) helped runners mark GRD by creating a template for a photo of a runner celebrating the day that could be posted on a
community photo wall and shared on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.

New Balance Canada (www.newbalance.ca) celebrated GRD with the help of retired speed skater Francois Hamelin, the company's newest
Running Ambassador, who encouraged Montrealers to get out and run.

MILEPOSTS

Portland Marathon Down but Not Out
By Dave Kayser

Portland, OR officials, interested in keeping the Portland Marathon (www.portlandmarathon.org) tradition alive, chose local race organizing company
Run With Paula (www.runwithpaula.com) to continue the race after soliciting bids from interested parties. Run With Paula, operated by Paula and
Dave Harkin, who also manage the Portland Running Company, were the only bidders to meet the criteria of being able to produce a local, large-
scale athletic event.

Runners participating in the San Diego Rock 'n' Roll Marathon were rerouted into a safe zone during the race while police were involved with a
nearby active shooter. Approximately 4,900 athletes were rerouted and held in the zone for 11 minutes, after which the race was allowed to
continue.

Rite Aid Cleveland Marathon second place finisher Philemon Trevor lodged a complaint with race officials after the race, stating he was confused
by first place finisher Danile Mesfun's wearing of a shirt covering his bib, thus not allowing Trevor to determine whether Mesfun was running the
marathon or accompanying half marathon. Officials consulted with course spotters, checked chip data, read over pertinent rules and then declared
Mesfun the official winner, saying they did not believe he was attempting to deceive anyone or was given an unfair advantage.

Road Race Management, Inc.
4963 Elm St., Suite 106
Bethesda, MD 20814

301-320-6865
pstewart@rrm.com 

www.rrm.com
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